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Our project: A shift in goals

Broad question: What is linguistic documentation for?
Three reasons why documenting the verbal arts is important (Fitzgerald 2017):
1. The verbal arts shed light on a language’s grammar (good for linguistic theory).
2. The verbal arts interest community members (good for training/pedagogy).
3. The verbal arts enrich the documentary record (good for revitalization).

We propose a fourth reason: 
Documenting the verbal arts can empower their practitioners.
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Excerpt from ceremony (June 20th, 2017) – Invocation of Ajaw Tz’i’
1 Ajaw Tz’i’, Lord Tz’i’,
2 Ajaw Tz’i’, Lord Tz’i’,
3 Ajaw Tz’i’, Lord Tz’i’,
4 loq’oläj ajaw, sacred lord,
5 chupan re jun loq’oläj ramaj wakami, in this sacred moment today
6 Ajaw Tz’i’, Lord Tz’i’,
7 xqatzijoj ri aq’a’ awaqän, we discussed your hands, your feet,
8 xqanataj ri alaj taq ixkanul, we remembered the small volcanoes,
9 ri taq qumub’äl, the drinking fountains,
10 ri taq siwan, the ravines,
11 ri raqän taq ya’, the rivers,
12 ri nimaläj taq wuqub’äl, the big drinking fountains,
13 qanataj wakami. we remembered today.

Background: Why document the verbal arts?

Our project: Initial goals

Waqxaqi’ B’atz’
An organized collective of Kaqchikel Mayan 
Ajq’ija’ (spiritual guides) based in the town of 

Sumpango, Guatemala. 

• In 2016, Waqxaqi’ B’atz’ proposed that we 
collaborate in documenting four religious 
ceremonies (xukulem).

• These xukulem involve multiple Aj’qija’ who 
make offerings and petitions and take turns 
remembering each of the 260 days of the 
sacred Maya calendar (Molesky-Poz 2006).

• We recorded ~6 hours of audio/video, 
which were transcribed using ELAN and 
archived by the Firebird Foundation.

• The material – which was not to be shared 
widely – became a teaching tool the Ajq’ija’ 
used to train new members of the collective. 

• A capacity-building component in the 
project allowed the Ajq’ija’ to continue the 
documentation independently.
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Style
Poetic structures in Mayan languages have long been of interest (Sam Colop 1994, Hull 2012; see Barrett 2017). The use of poetic 
resources in ceremonial contexts has also been discussed (e.g., Norman 1980), and Waqxaqi’ Ba’tz’ employs several productively:
• Lexical repetition: a form of parallelism where full items recur (1-3 and 6; 5 and 13).
• Syntactic parallelism: lines in which the syntactic frame is identical but for an alternating constituent (see the complements in 7-

12 headed by the definite determiner ri).
• Morphophonological parallelism: lines in which a sub-word element is repeated and others alternate (see in 7-8 the aspectual 

prefix x- and agreement prefix qa-; contrast with the verbal stems tzijoj and nataj). The omission of aspect in this type of context in 
the final line (see 13) has been noted for other Mayan languages and requires further analysis (Vinogradov 2020: 122).

• Diphrastic kennings: the use of two words that convey a broader, metaphorical meaning in tandem. In 7, aq’a’ awaqän ‘your 
hands, your feet’ conveys the four extremities of the Earth, its cardinal points (see the ceremonial base to the left). This kenning 
harkens to the quadripartite world model of Mayan cosmovision (Molesky-Poz 2006; interview with Delfina Solloy).

Interpretation
The ceremonial fragment above gives us a glimpse into how the Ajq’ija’ are concerned with the defense of 
Mother Earth . One of the 20 sacred guardians in Maya cosmovision (Nawales) is invoked here—Ajaw Tz’i’ 
(literally ‘Lord Dog’)—followed by the consecutive naming of geological formations. Ajaw Tz’i’ is “the caretaker 
dog of refined sense of smell” who protects these formations, which come to represent all of creation by being 
listed consecutively (interview with Delfina Solloy). 
This calling to Ajaw Tz’i’, coupled with the offerings (e.g., aguardiente) and petitions that take place during this 
portion of the xukulem, showcases the role of the Ajq’ija’ as intercessors who seek to preserve Nature and the 
life of their community. In this way, the work of the Aj’qija’ is in conversation with the work of fellow Mayan 
environmental activists who are defending natural resources from the extractive practices that have 
characterized five centuries of settler colonialism (see Batz 2020 for discussion of the Ixil Mayan context).

The goals of our project shifted in response to a tragic 
event:

• Mayan Ajq’ija’ are no strangers to persecution and 
violence, but their spiritual practices have been 
practiced more openly since the tail-end of the civil 
war in the 1990s (see Molesky-Poz 2006: ch.1).

• However, the horrific murder of Q’eqchi’ Ajq’ij
Domingo Choc Che on June 6th 2020 demonstrated 
that prejudices against the Ajq’ija’ remain widespread, 
a regression led by fundamentalist Christian sects 
who accuse them of witchcraft (Grandia 2020).

• In response, Waqxaqi’ B’atz’ began to encourage the 
discussion in academic and broader contexts of 
their work and the ceremonies we documented.

• Our Aj’qija’ colleagues themselves have now lectured 
on their cosmovision, using the results of this project 
to educate large audiences via institutions like 
USAC and Università di Ferrara (Italy).

• Our project contributes to the growing interest in 
linguistic documentation whose outcomes 
respond to community needs (e.g., Leonard & 
Haynes 2010), which can change over time.
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